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ISAAC ASIMOV’S SUPER QUIZ
take this super Quiz to a Ph.d. 
score 1 point for each correct 
answer on the Freshman Level, 2 
points on the Graduate Level and 
3 points on the Ph.d. Level.

Subject: HOPE
(e.g., this “Hope” starred in a 
series of “road” pictures. Answer: 
Bob Hope.)

FRESHMAN LEVEL
1. “And now abideth faith, hope 
and ____.”
Answer________
2. it is a misconception that this 
cape is the southern tip of Africa.
Answer________
3. With what sport is the phrase 
“Great White Hope” associated?
Answer________

GRADUATE LEVEL
4. From which musical is the song 
“i Hope i Get it”?
Answer________
5. this president was born in 
Hope, Arkansas.
Answer________
6. “remarriage” has been 
described as “the triumph of 
hope over ____.”
Answer________

PH.D. LEVEL
7. in this sitcom, “Jimmy” Chance 
struggles to raise his daughter.
Answer________
8. this England explorer sailed in 
the Hopewell to find a passage to 
the indies.
Answer________
9. the song “High Hopes” was 
introduced in this 1959 comedy 
film.
Answer________

ANSWERS: 1. Charity (love). 2. 
the Cape of Good Hope. 3. 
Boxing. 4. “A Chorus Line.” 5. Bill 
Clinton. 6. Experience. 7. “raising 
Hope.” 8. Henry Hudson. 9. “A 
Hole in the Head.”
SCORING:
18 points — congratulations, 
doctor; 15 to 17 points — honors 
graduate; 10 to 14 points — you’re 
plenty smart, but no grind; 4 to 9 
points — you really should hit the 
books harder; 1 point to 3 points 
— enroll in remedial courses 
immediately; 0 points — who 
reads the questions to you?
Super Quiz is a registered 
trademark of K. Fisher Enterprises 
Ltd. © 2020 Ken Fisher

Dear Doctors: I always seem to get 
sick when I start a job. Makes sense — 
new people, new germs. I started a job 
in February, then we all had to work 
from home. I worry that being isolated 
for weeks puts me back at square one. 
What can I do to boost my immunity in 
preparation for going back to the office?

Dear Reader: We’re always happy to 
have this particular discussion, because 
the strategies and habits involved in 
addressing immune health also tend to 
lead to improved health overall. The 
immune system plays an important 
role in protecting us from all sorts of 
potential pathogens, and you’re not 
alone in wondering how to give it an 
edge.

First, let’s clarify the goal. We hear 
a lot about “boosting” the immune 
system, but that’s actually misleading. 
You don’t want an amped-up immune 
system. That would mean that it’s 
hyper-alert and reacts — and overreacts 
— to every perceived threat. Rather, 
the goal is an immune system that’s 
healthy and balanced and responds in 
proportion to the job at hand.

One of the most important steps you 
can take to keep your immune system 
happy and healthy involve lifestyle. 
That is, get an adequate amount of high-
quality sleep, take part in daily exercise, 
don’t smoke, limit alcohol use and eat a 

healthful diet. When you’re chronically 
tired, depressed or anxious, overweight, 
eat poorly, smoke, drink too much 
and don’t get enough exercise, you’re 
creating internal stressors that can 
interfere with optimal immune system 
response.

Diet plays an important role in 
immune system health. Emerging 
research continues to link the health and 
diversity of the gut microbiome with 
the health and efficacy of the immune 
system. We urge our patients to get 
the necessary vitamins and minerals 
through food, which we believe the 
body utilizes more efficiently than 
supplements. Plenty of fresh vegetables, 
leafy greens and fruit are crucial 
to getting a range of vitamins and 
minerals and to keeping the billions 
of microorganisms that make up our 
gut microbiomes well-fed. So are nuts, 
seeds, beans and legumes. Cultured 
and fermented foods, such as pickles, 

sauerkraut, yogurt, kombucha, kefir and 
miso help with diversity.

We know it’s a challenge, but steering 
clear of added sugar, sugary soft drinks 
and highly processed foods is also 
important to both gut and immune 
health. Recent studies have shown that 
regular exercise improves gut health. 
Sleep is also critical to health and well-
being. We’ve had a lot of readers asking 
for help in this area, and we will revisit 
the topic in a column in the next few 
weeks.

We understand that, compared to 
the vitamins and supplements and 
products that promise instant immune 
system magic, this advice sounds 
pretty dull. But our bodies are intricate 
and interconnected mechanisms. 
Everything from circadian rhythms, 
which are affected by sleep, to the gut 
microbiome, which is affected by diet 
and exercise, to mood, which responds 
to all three, play a role in immune 
health. Focusing on a whole-body 
approach, with gradual but consistent 
changes, goes a long way toward 
building an immune system that’s 
balanced and ready to work for you.

Eve Glazier, M.D., MBA, is an 
internist and associate professor of 
medicine at UCLA Health. Elizabeth 
Ko, M.D., is an internist and assistant 
professor of medicine at UCLA Health.

Dear Annie: Our local gym opened back up recently. 
Only half the machines are in use, to encourage social 
distancing, and only half the lockers and bathroom stalls 
are available. We’re supposed to all wear masks, but of 
course, sometimes masks come off during exercise when 
people are breathing hard or jostling around. I understand 
that that happens. What bothers me is that there is one guy 
who never wipes down the equipment when he’s done 
using it. I see him almost every time I’m at the gym, and it 
really ticks me off. With everything that is going on, it just 
seems especially ignorant or rude. I’ve given him pointed 
looks but that’s about it. Would I be out of line saying 
something to him? — Gym Rat

Dear Gym Rat: Who could take issue with a friendly 
reminder like “Don’t forget to wipe down the machines”? 
That said, now, as before the pandemic, it’s always best 
to assume the person before you forgot to sanitize the 
equipment. Give everything a thorough wipe down with 
a disinfectant that has been proven to kill the coronavirus 
germs, such as Clorox Disinfecting Wipes, Lysol Brand 
All-Purpose Cleaner or hydrogen peroxide. (Find a full list 
at epa.gov/coronavirus.)

You should also check with management: They should 
have employees frequently passing through the facility 
and disinfecting all equipment as well as issuing reminders 
over the intercom to encourage patrons to do the same. A 
germy gym is no place to get healthy.

Dear Annie: In this trying time — or anytime — could 
you please remind all parents not to let their children snub, 
belittle and malign substitute teachers. I had 34 years 
of teaching experience when I substituted. Each time I 
substituted, I had children under age 8, who would: not 
stand upon request, not put books, crayons away upon 
request and not pick up a dropped pencil or jacket upon 
request. Don’t parents teach children we are taking their 
place as adults responsible for their care? Don’t parents 
know we all have college degrees and are trained to teach? 
Some like me have specialty certifications and get called 
in for that reason alone.

Also, it would be wonderful if teachers left a weekly 
lesson plan book in the desk by Friday night in the event 
of illness or tragedy over the weekend. — Besieged 
Substitute

Dear Besieged: I don’t know why having a substitute 
teacher that brings out the worst even in the best-behaved 
classes, but it does. I’m grateful for substitute teachers 
who keep showing up for our children in spite of this 
treatment. We need you!

Dear Annie: I read the letter from “Tipped Off” 
about whether or not you should tip for a massage or 
dermabrasion when it is done in a doctor’s office with a 
smirk on my face. I am a retired massage therapist, and I 
had my own private practice. I did accept tips but did not 
expect them. I believe when the service is done in a private 
practice or in a spa, tipping is acceptable. But if done in 
a doctor’s office, no tipping should be done. Generally 
speaking, those who perform those services in a doctor’s 
office are paid more, and some even have benefits. 
Additionally, the services are likely covered by insurance 
if done in a doctor’s office. — Jeanie M., Office Specialist

Dear Jeanie: I heard this sentiment from several 
massage therapists and doctors’ office workers following 
that letter. As always, I appreciate readers’ expertise.

Send your questions for Annie Lane to dearannie@
creators.com.
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For months, the nation has been 
assaulted by an invisible enemy that 
has the upper hand. The stress of 
the COVID-19 pandemic has many 
wondering, how is this affecting the 
mental health of the populace?

At their best, Americans are feeling 
distracted, forgetful, disorganized and 
helpless. At their worst, there are highly 
publicized incidents of deniers who 
have screaming meltdowns in stores 
when they are told to wear masks.

Dr. Amy Arnsten, professor of 
neuroscience and psychology at 
Yale University in New Haven, 
said all psychiatric disorders have 
a neurobiological basis. In short, it 
isn’t psychological weakness, it’s a 
prefrontal cortex overloaded with 
chemicals.

“If you understand the neurology 
behind it, you feel forgiveness for 
yourself. It’s self-freeing. It allows you 
to be better,” Arnsten said. “There is 
no difference between a mental-health 
issue and a neurological issue.”

Arnsten created a YouTube Video, 
“The Brain’s Response to Stress – How 
Our Brains May Be Altered During 
the COVID-19 Pandemic”. The video 
teaches how “arousal chemicals” 
released in times of uncontrollable 
anxiety inhibit a person’s insight, 
reasoning, empathy, conscience, 
patience, judgment and control of 

emotions, thoughts and actions.
Arnsten spoke with The Courant in 

a phone interview from her home in 
Bethany.

Are people acting in ways that reflect 
the change in their brains?

You really see this in some places. 
Connecticut is doing so well. It’s really 
a “prefrontal” state. A simple way of 
saying that is, being thoughtful. You 
see states, where there’s been poor 
leadership and people are encouraged 
to be reactive rather than thoughtful, 
where so many people are dying, 
where people say just go out and party, 
don’t wear a mask, just do what you 
want to do, don’t be thoughtful about 
consequences. They want the right to 
act like that even though it kills others.

Can you give some behavioral 
examples?

The prefrontal cortex controls 
wisdom and judgment. When it goes 
“offline,” these primitive brain circuits 
control who we are. We can get angry 
very easily. We can say things that we 
later regret to people we love. Anger 
can get the best of us. Rather than being 
thoughtful, you yell at a store clerk and 
throw groceries in his face.

Is this change in brain chemicals 
from stress ever useful?

Yes. It can orchestrate a response 
in an unconscious, primitive way. It 
could save your life if what is stressing 
you is that you are suddenly being cut 
off on the highway. You stop thinking 
about your plans for going to a party on 

Saturday night and slam on the brakes 
really fast. But if the stressor is an 
invisible virus, losing your prefrontal 
function is extraordinarily unhelpful 
and more dangerous.

Why does the stress from the 
pandemic feel uncontrollable?

This has been studied in families. If 
a child feels a parent is in control, even 
though something terrible is happening, 
the kid is OK. Part of what is so 
stressful right now is the feeling there’s 
no parent in the room taking charge of 
this pandemic, so we’re all at the mercy 
of this random destruction. … Our 
current government makes us feel out 
of control, and that is the exact thing 
that increases the stress response and 
impairs our prefrontal function. That’s 
an uncontrollable stress.

Can long-term uncontrollable stress 
cause permanent neurological change?

Yes. With chronic stress, along 
with the chemical changes there are 
architectural changes, where you lose 
the connections between brain cells 
and the prefrontal cortex. Research 
on young rats indicates that with 
sufficient time spent being non-stressed, 
connections grow back. We didn’t see 
that in old rats. Resilience seems to be 
age-dependent, but maybe we need to 
wait longer.

How can people control their stress 
and reduce the chemicals in the brain?

Exercise if you can. Get that oxygen. 
Eat healthy. Get plenty of sleep. Those 
things truly matter. 

Yale neuroscientist discusses how coronavirus 
pandemic stress alters brain chemistry


